In this paper, we introduce and evaluate a low complexity macroblock partition mode decision algorithm for interframe prediction in MPEG-2 to H.264 transcoder. The proposed tools are used to compute an optimal MB coding mode decision with significantly reduced computational complexity. Specifically, we achieve the computational savings by using the following MB information coming from MPEG-2: the MB coding modes, the coded block pattern (CBPC) in MPEG-2, and the mean and variance of the 16 4x4 sub blocks of the MPEG-2 residual MBs. We use data mining algorithms to develop a decision tree for H.264 coding mode decisions. The decision trees are built using RD optimized mode decisions and result in highly efficient mode decisions. The proposed transcoder is 35% faster than the RD optimized H.264 reference transcoder without a significant PSNR degradation. The proposed transcoder performs over 3 dB better than the SAE cost based H.264 transcoding.
INTRODUCTION
Transcoding MPEG-2 video to H.264 is important to enable gradual migration to H.264, also known as MPEG-4 AVC [1] . However, given the significant differences between the MPEG-2 and the H.264 coding algorithms, transcoding is much more complex and new approaches to transcoding are necessary. The main problems that need to be addressed in the design of an efficient heterogeneous MPEG-2/H.264 transcoder are: the inter-frame prediction, the transform coding and the intra-frame prediction. These problems are being examined in various research efforts that are underway [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In this paper, we focus our attention on a part of the inter-frame prediction: the macroblock partition mode decision, one of the most computationally intensive tasks involved in the encoding process.
The H.264 video coding standard uses the notion of macroblock partition to refer to the group of pixels in a macroblock that share a common prediction. The encoder selects the coding-modes for the macroblock, including the best macroblock partition and mode of prediction for each macroblock partition, such that the video coding performance is optimized. In this paper, we introduce and evaluate a novel macroblock partition mode decision algorithm with emphasis on RD optimized transcoding and complexity reduction in the inter-frame prediction in a MPEG-2 to H.264 transcoder. We achieve the computational savings by reusing the following MB information coming from the MPEG-2 decoding stage: the MB coding modes, the coded block pattern (CBPC) in MPEG-2, and the mean and variance of the 16 4x4 sub blocks of the MPEG-2 residual MBs. From an exhaustive analysis of this information, we derive our tree decision suitable for their integration into our algorithm. Our results show that the proposed transcoder is 35% faster than the RD optimized H.264 reference transcoder without a significant PSNR degradation. The proposed transcoder performs over 3 dB better than the SAE cost based H.264 transcoding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data mining tools and the process of building a decision tree for MB mode estimation. Section 3 introduces our macroblock partition mode decision algorithm specifically designed for MPEG-2 to H.264 transcoders. Section 4 presents the results and discussion. We compare the performance of our proposal to the SAE-cost and the RD-optimized methods proposed by the H.264 standard. Finally, Section 5 draws our conclusions and outlines our future research plans.
DATA MINING FOR THE MODE DECISION TREE
In the world of machine learning, a decision tree is made by mapping the observations about a set of data in a tree made of arcs and nodes. The nodes are the variables and the arcs the possible values for that variable. The tree can have more than one level; in that case, the nodes (leafs of the tree) represent the decision based on the values of the different variables that drives us from the root to the leaf. These types of trees are used in the data mining processes for discovering the relationship in a set of data, if it exits. The tree leafs are the classifications and the branches are the features that lead to a specific classification.
The decision tree was made using the WEKA data mining tool. The files that are used for the WEKA data mining program are known as ARFF [8] (Attribute-Relation File Format) files. An ARFF file is written in ASCII text and shows the relationship between a set of attributes. Basically, this file has two different sections; the first section is the header with the information about the name of the relation, the attributes that are used and their types; and the second data section contains the data. In the header section, we have the attribute declaration. For each macroblock, the proposed algorithm uses sixteen means and sixteen variances of 4x4 residual sub-blocks, the MB mode in MPEG-2 (skip, intra, and three non-intra modes), the coded block pattern (CBPC) in MPEG-2, and the corresponding H.264 MB coding mode decision for that MB as determined by the standard reference software. The following code shows our declaration for the ARFF files:
The supposed dependent variable, namely class in the example, is the variable that we are trying to understand, classify, or generalize. The other variables are the variables that are going to help us to make the classification. The ARFF data section has the instance lines, which are the samples used to train our model. Each macroblock sample is represented on a single line.
The decision tree, that is proposed to solve the interprediction problem, is a model of the data that encodes the distribution of the class label (namely class in the example) in terms of the attributes (the others variables in the example). The final goal of this decision tree is to help us to find a simple structure to show the possible dependences between the attributes and the class.
LOW COMPLEXITY MODE DECISION ALGORITHM
This section discusses the proposed macroblock partition mode decision algorithm (the decision tree, figure 1 ) aiming to accelerate the inter-frame prediction. This goal is achieved by making use of the MPEG-2 MB coding mode, the coded block pattern (CBPC), and the mean and variance of the residual information for this MB calculated for its 4x4 sub-blocks (figure 2a., 2b. and 2c. , 8x8 and 16x16) . The training set was made with the flower MPEG-2 sequence encoded at 8 Mbps, with P frames. The H.264 decisions in the training set were from encoding the MPEG-2 decoded sequence with a quantization parameter of 25 and RD optimization enabled. We found that this one sequence is sufficient to capture the mean and the variance distribution of the residual in MPEG-2 coded video sequences and the decision tree made with this training set was able to make accurate mode decisions for all tested sequences, as we will show in the performance section. Based on this training file, the WEKA data mining tool was used to create a decision tree ( Figure 1 , node 1) with a set of rules for using the mean and variance of the 4x4 sub-blocks. We used the J.48 algorithm to build the tree. The J4.8 algorithm is based in the C4.5 algorithm proposed by Ross Quinlan [9] . We use one WEKA decision tree, shown in the picture with a grey ball. The Weka tree is used to check for the skip, Intra, 8x8 and 16x16 MBs modes. If a MB is skipped, a second decision tree is used for selecting the mode of the MB. The decision tree works as follows: Node 1. The inputs for this node are all the MPEG-2 coded MBs. In this node we use a tree decision generated with WEKA to decide whether the MB should be coded in H.264. This tree examines whether the MB has a very high residual or a medium residual. The output of this node is the mode that will be use for coding the MB: skip, Intra, 8x8 or 16x16. For example, the following rules was given by WEKA:
a. If the MPEG-2 MB was coded in skip mode, then the decision should be coding as skip (see node 2). b. If the MPEG-2 MB was coded in intra mode, then the MB will be coding as intra in H.264, or 8x8. This decision depends of the residual. c. If the MPEG-2 MB was not coded in MC, (non-zero MV present, none of the 8x8 block has coded coefficients), then the MB will be coding as 16x16 in H.264.
Node 2.
The inputs for this node are skip-mode MBs in the MPEG-2 bitstream proposed by the node 1. This node evaluates only the H.264 16x16 mode (without the modes 16x8 or 8x16). Then, the node selects the best option, skip or inter 16x16.
The WEKA tool was used to determine one set of mean and variance threshold for the MPEG-2 residual, for skip, Intra, 8x8 or 16x16 decision in node 1. Due to space constraints we cannot show all the rules that are evaluated in the WEKA decision nodes. This decision node implements a decision tree that examines the mean and variance of MPEG-2 MC residual in 4x4 sub-blocks to arrive at the decision. Since the MB mode decision, and hence the thresholds, depend on the quantization parameter (QP), the decision tree thresholds are computed for a mid-QP of 25 and then adjusted for other QPs. Since the quantization step size in H.264 doubles when QP increases by 6, the thresholds are adjusted by 12.5% for a change in QP of 1.
The proposed algorithm only works with the first level of the decision in P frames. The algorithm determines whether the macroblock is coded as skip, intra, inter 8x8 or inter 16x16. For the second level decision, the proposed mechanism uses the reference software method: running all the possibilities and selecting the best sub-partition (with the Rd-optimized option enable). Work is ongoing to develop decision trees for sub-partition decisions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the proposed macroblock partition mode decision algorithm, we have implemented the proposed approach based on the H.264 reference software [10] (version 10.2). The metrics we used to evaluate the algorithm are the computational cost reduction and rate distortion function. Throughout our experiments, we have used various video sequences exhibiting different spatial characteristics and different size formats (CCIR, CIF and QCIF). We use Q factors from QP=0 to QP=50 (corresponding to the full H.264 QP range). The size of the GOP is 12 frames; where the first frame of every GOP was encoded as I-frame, and the rest of the frames of the GOP were encoded as a P-frames. The rate control was disabled for all the simulations. e and 2.f shows the differences between the inter mode selection made by the H.264 standard (with the RD-optimized option enabled), and the proposed algorithm, with a value of 25 for QP. Figure 3 shows the RD results of applying the H.264 full estimation algorithm (with and without the RD-optimized option) and the proposed macroblock partition mode decision algorithm (with Rd-optimized option enabled). For all the experiments, the Intra mode decision for P pictures was disabled since we are evaluating the performance of our algorithm for inter MB mode decisions. The ProfileIDC was set to High for all the simulations, with the FRExt options enabled. As seen from the figure, the PSNR obtained when applying our algorithm deviates slightly from the results obtained when applying the considerably more complex full motion estimation procedure. The average PSNR gain over the standard implementation with SAE cost and RD disabled is 3 dB with similar computational cost. We have better results than the standard with the Rd-optimized option disable, namely H.264 (SAE) in the figure. Table 1 shows the computational cost (with respect to H.264 full estimation procedure, with and without the Rdoptimized option) for a P frame (using a QP factor between 20 and 40), for different video sequences and size formats. Our results show over 35% reduction in the computational complexity for the first level MB decisions alone. The simulations were running on a P4 at 3.0 GHz Intel machine with 512 MB RAM. Our results show that the proposed algorithm is able to maintain a good picture quality while considerably reducing the number of operations to be performed. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel macroblock partition mode decision algorithm for inter-frame transcoding in an MPEG-2 to H.264 transcoder. The proposed algorithm used datamining techniques to exploit the temporal correlation in the MPEG-2 MC residual. The WEKA tool was used to develop decision trees for H.264 coding mode decision. The proposed algorithm has very low complexity as it only requires the mean and variance of the MPEG-2 residual, and the MB information coming from MPEG-2; the MB coding modes and the coded block pattern (CBPC). Our results show that the proposed algorithm is able to maintain a good picture quality while considerably reducing the computational complexity by 35% on average. We are currently working on algorithms, based on the proposed datamining approach, for sub-partition decisions in the H.264 inter MB coding and for the Intra frame prediction in H.264 when the Rd optimized mode decision is enable.
